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Rectification is a concept has often been to the relationship
between and countries. Claims to rectification in
this realm are based on theories the nature
ofthe contacts between rich and poor countries. The then is that
the developed countries have - from their relations with
the developing countries to such an extent now have a
dress the in the Third World.! L/\.'A.U-

dency theory is one of the main theoretical which
have nourished the ideas on and rectification.

has as an alternative to Western theories
ofdevelopment. 2 It has launched a successful attack on established
ideas, such as the idea that non-Western
countries should 'modernize' the lines ofWestern and
the idea that international free trade would be beneficial to all part-
f,lers. It is an to say that has crea-
ted a 'paradigm' of its own; one of the foremost critics of this has
written that this to the the Thirld WorId 'is in its

3

the Zambian Pre
eXl)l!Clt sl)okesnlan of Third

Ar'gulments based on or related to have often been
used as scientific support for the claim that exists for
the developed vis-ii-vis the countries. 4 It is that the his-
torical of the economies would not have been pos-
sible but for the of the now countries. As a
consequence, it is claimed that and other of the Third
World can be attributed to the activities countries or their re-
presentatives.

For instance, in a
sident Kenneth ''-d.UUUd, fJHJU,iUl
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In dependency related theones different ways
have been identified. In the first many authors
to the removal of accumulated sUI'phlS
countries during the first
of the ~p;ll11~;h cC1ncnlistclaOl'es
pr;lCtlces. 1O

chase the latter at
the embodied labour- ofthese PflJdllctS. I.Jnf"ml~1 excl1ar,ge

aU historical in the deveJ!op'ml::nt
system. As Andre Gunder Frank has the of trade
'-dfJlldLH~.lll (1550-1770) took the form of the of
manufactures for the of industrialization
(1770-1870) the exchange of industrial for took
the place of the trade. In the
calpitalism (1870-1930) the orientation of countries
toward "r"~',r" pr,oducts

enhanced the countries and the O'rnurth

ofexport bourgeoisies, both stimulated the core countries. The
of monopoly has witnessed an 'institutionaliza-
tion' ofunequal in multinational II

In the third the activities of Western m de'veloping
countries have been studied as an instrument for transfer of
from the to the core. It has been that the investments of
these lead to a net outflow of from the de've!>oping
countnes, since the have a terldc:nc:y

make in the penp,hery

In the fourth and connected with unequa'l e)CcflaIllge, a great
ber have studied the of the terms of trade of the

M(~ctJlanlsnlSofexploitation2.

World stated that the main cause of the poor countries' pre
sent distress is the 'heritage of colonialism'. He added that the Western
countries now have a duty to counter the negative consequences of colo

supporting the Third World with money - this transfer of
~lllJUl'U. moreover, not take place in the form ofloans, but in the

form of gifts. 5 Likewise, the arguments for the construction ofa 'new in
terna:tio:nal economic order', which have been brought forward at several
international conferences during the 1970S, have at least partly been inspi-

notions ofexploitation and rectification. The appeals for a reform
existing economic system were fostered by the conviction on the

of Third World politicians that the present concessions would be a
overdue reparation for past exploitation. 6

In the same vein, the granting of independence to the former Dutch
of Surinam in 1975 has been accompanied by a discussion about

the of the Netherlands to provide Surinam with a considerable
amount ofaid. The reason given was that this aid was needed as a means to
overcome the negative consequences ofthe centuries ofcolonization. One
of-the considerations·of the Dutch government for the actual granting of
about three thousand million guilders to Surinam seemed to be its fear of

regarded as nco-colonialist ifit would act otherwise. 7

Since the idea ofrectification has been a popular and important polItIcal
COI'lCt:pt, the focus of this article will be on the underpinning of this idea.
As will be outlined in section 2, the poverty and hardship ofThird World
countril:s have often been explained with reference to several mechanisms of
eXirJloitation. most notably unequal exchange, the activities ofmultinatio
nal corporations and the progressive deterioration of Third World
countries' terms of trade. Section 3 will contain a critique of the idea of
rectification along several lines. First, the link between dependency

and the idea of rectification will be examined. Next, the mecha
nisms of exploitation will be studied on their own merits, since these
mechanisms are often used to the claims of rectification. In sec
tion 4, several concluding remarks will be made.

theories ofdependency, as in other related, mainly Marxist theories, se
veral central mechanisms ofexploitation have been identified. Paul A. Ba-

has a accepted notion of exploitation. He has defi-
ned the ofthe underdeveloped by the developed countries as

transfer from the former to the latter countries. In this con-



underd,evlelo,ped countries. to and related theo
rists the production prices of the underdeveloped countries decreased
relative to those of the developed countries. As a consequence, the consu
mers in the core were able to purchase more of the periphery's products
with the same amount of money, whereas the in the pelrlpihel'Y
witnessed the purchasing power oftheir production decrease.
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The different from actual value of the
commodities in countries A and trade between
A and B will lead to a net B to country A.
Instead the commodities 70: I 70 = I: I, which
would be the result based A and
their attherateofI30:2IO =0.62:1. case, one hour of
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tal value of 170 hours oflabour each. Since the rates "f·""rnh,o

between countries A and the of pH)dllCtJ!On
dis.parate. The rates both countries been eqlualize~d

imlpedilnents to the transfer of
all countries tend to be

2. exchange - Of all mechanisms of exploitation which have
been outlined above, unequal exchange is among the most widely debated
ones. Therefore, I will treat it in somewhat more detail.

The best-known author on unequal exchange is no doubt Em-
manuel. The central assumption of his book Unequal exchange is that the
value of commodities on the international market is not formed in the
same way as on national since labour - in contrast with
is not mobile across national borders. As a consequence of this, according
to Emmanuel, there is no ofwages among countries compar
able to the equalization ofthe rate ofprofit. 12 The wage differences persist-

as a result of these characteristics of the world economy are detrimen-
tal to the ofthe countries.

international trade is nothing else than the exchange of
values among countries. According to Emmanuel these values are a
reflection of the labour power that is used to produce commodities. These
values differ from the actual production prices formed on the internatio-
nal since the wage level, which determines the productions
of is not the same in different countries. It is this
characteristic of the international economy which leads Emmanuel to re-

the orthodox Ricardian of comparative costs: in his Ri-
cardo and his followers have advanced invalid arguments for restricting
the ofinternational trade to situations in which all participants

gain from this trade. Emmanuel asserts that the equation of the
pr1oduction with value has induced mainstream economists to be-

lieve that trade is benefical to all parti(:ip:ants, tllen:bv
of the exploitative nature of trade between and underde-

Vf':IO[lCd countries.
wage level ofdifferent types ofcountries is central to Emmanuel's
of exchange. It is the disproportionate of wa

ges, as compared to the value oflabour power embodied in COITIUlloljitJleS,
that leads to the transfer of surplus from the periphery to the core. This
process of exploitation can be illustrated by one of Emmanuel's famous

"npn,,~ I ex.change in international trade between an underde-
and a country (A).
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so
as a conse-

the undeTd.evel()p(;d countries

2.3 Deterioration the terms out the
of uneqlLlal eXI:hamge IS cOl:lnc:ctc;d idea that the terms of

trade ofprimary goods pnodl11Clng underdc:velolJed countries suffer a con
tinuous deterioration. This mechanism is to be an eXDliJI
tative mechanism ofits own.

Ac:cordlng to Samir 'the 111

underd,evicloped countries with the rise
an:stocr~lcyoflabour". 18 It is eSl:leClaHy the last centu-

that m(JDt)pt)ly capltal1smhas into
the areas and created a division of labour the
world economy. In this division
have specialized in nnm~,rv nr."n"r,'c

while the dcvelloclcd

manufactured Pf()ctllCtS.
The of world has

manifested itself in the nature of the national economies. As is
most with to the terms the effects of technolo-

progress on the national and wage levels are different in devel-

quence
The main effect of this in the

pen~)hcTY shows a to increase income in-
equality the debt worsens and income per

declines. As Frank 'the standard of living in
and in almost all other poor countnes,

became in the of "h'''''''~''

"foreign investment" than it is

rich countries. Since the Wi~stl~rrl-OWlledCOm~)anlleSare far too now(~rf1111

for the countries to control the cannot this
outflow, it is extreml~ly harmful to their economies. As a

consequence ofthe outflow the countries are left with
too means to set up industries.

The main mechanism for the transfer of:mrpltls the pelLlpiher'y to
the core in this context is the investment core-based COlm~lanles

make in the pel"lpJ:leral CloUlltries, thereb'v both of their own
and have borrowed in the pel~lpJl1ery local
loans are paid back with of the have made in the

The remainder of their ear'11l11gs can be to the pa-
rent company in the core countries. In ofAndre Gunder Frank
the original investments in the underd,evlcloped countries are not
irnnn.rtcont as the amounts

. ISrIse..

The most problem for the peripheral countries, according to
is the enormous outflow of surplus from their economies to the

2.2 The activities oj Western corporations in underdeveloped countries - In de
pellc1(;ncy and related Western (multinational) corporations are

as one ofthe most important instruments ofthe core countries for the
eXlploitation of the periphery. On the the supposedly deleterious

fnmltilutjonal corporations' activities have been localized
War II which Andre Gunder Frank has termed

of monopoly As I have stressed above, mtl1tlnal:1011al
COrpi)rcl!iC)nS are seen as actors in the process exchange. More-

are said to have an enormous amount ofcapital from
the countries. In this section, I will pay attention to
latter mechanism ofexploitation.

authors have stressed the distinction of the War II
cOlmp'an;d with earlier in the history of the world

talist system. to Andre Gunder Frank the period since the
:::'et;ODld World War has been characterized

transformation of what had been industrial and then financial capitalism
into monopoly capitalism. Beginning typically in the United States but then

also in Europe andJapan, the simple industrial firm or financial house
ofold was replaced by the nationally-based but world -embracing and
international giant monopoly corporation. ,16

Ac:cordlng to consequence ofthe relative rise ofthe
wage level in developed countries is the worsening ofthe terms oftrade of
the underdeveloped countries. An increase of the wages in the former
countries will lead to a relative rise of the prices of their com
modities. As a ofthis development the volume ofuse values (V)
eX!Jorted by the developed countries will making the underde
veJlop,ed countries worse off. The rate ofexchange between developed and
underd'eVI~lo,pec1 countries will alter in favour of the former countries:

will be able to buy more commodities abroad the from
the sale ofthe same ofexport goods as before.

From the above it can be inferred that wages are considered to be the inde
pcn41,nt variable in the process ofprice formation. Ifthe workers ofa coun

able to demand higher wages, the rate ofsurplus value and the rate
in the country concerned will decrease in favour of the wages. In
run, when capital mobility will have equalized the rates

of production of this country will increase in comparison with
in those countries have not a wage

A Ii)
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ex(:lu:sivelv nnm"rv pro-

content of dep<enclent:y
are several broad lines of

~n.UtJH, the central

aglreem(~ntamong the authors ofthe ap
correlation between the core and under

It is no ex:agl:;er'ation
As

theses
most dependency sure develorl-

ment ofa so-called world cat"tal!st to these this
world has in ",-,LHU'jJ'- around 1500 and to
all parts of the world since that time. characteristic of
the world - in contrast to
systems in world - is the existence
links all countries ofthe ~ V.'C,,",UL. As one author
this 'a series links stret(:hing
from the in an unbroken chain to rich New York

2J to the it

world which has been forced to nn,rll1(,t'

such as raw mdltel"lals, al:;f1(:u1:tural pro(iw:ts,
The second aspect most agree is the essential

the world distinction has been
made between - on the used - core or me-

and satellites. As in traditional Marxist it is assumed that
there are and hence conflicts of interest between
different - in basic conflicts ofinterests are
not those different social classes but those between core non-
core, or countries. The between these two groups
of countries is one of to the the

strata core have a structure
are enabled to the either with or without the
SUIPP'Drt of the rulers in the latter countries. we have seen in section 2,

A. Baran has defined this terms ofthe transfer ofsur-
from the to the countries. 24 This way of

ch;ua,ctenzlmg the has become
dominant among the Andre
Gunder Frank, Samir Amin and this
method 25

The third

ofthe3·

This section will serve two different aims. in section 3. I it will be ar-
that the ofa duty ofrectification from dependency theory

IS since dependency theory is basically a structuralist and even
determinist which does not allow a fundamental reform of the
eXllstlng international politico-economic order such as the one prescribed

the 'rectificationists'. Secondly, in sections 3.2 through 3.6, the general
concept ofrectification will be discussed.

3· and rectification - As I have out
dependency theory has often been used as an academic legitima-

of the political claim to rectification. In section 3. 1.2 I will the
prob.lelI1S connected with trying to derive rectificatory claims from de
pendency theory. in section 3.1. I, I will outline the central
tenets ofdependency theory.

Andre Gunder Frank has to the supposedly adverse
effects of the activities of multinational corporations in the underdevelo-

countries. As we have seen above, in Frank's opinion these corpora-
tions extract more capital as a profit from the developing countries
than have invested there. As a consequence, many developing
countries are said to suffer from a chronic balance ofpayments deficit and
to steadily worsening terms oftrade. 20

industrial and underdeveloped agricultural economies. In the indus,
trialized world technological progress leads to an increase in wages
because of the monopoly character of industry, to a maintenance of the

level. In the predominantly agricultural countries this process is un-
to take place; in these countries there is a huge oflabour

wages are not increased. The surplus oflabour persists and
becomes even larger, since the gains from technological progress, which
flow to the landowners, are not reinvested but are mainly on luxu
rious consumption. In the industrialized on the other hand, the

resulting from production are reinvested, thereby creating an
aCl<Clltl011aJ demand for labour in the capital goods industry. 19 As a result
of these divergent patterns of development in the respective countries,
the terms of trade of the underdeveloped countries show a tendency to

3.. The central tenets of dependency - Although it is difficult to
'Economic and undelrde:veloIJment are the oppo;,ite faces of the
same coin. Both are the necessary result and manifestation of
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which will lead

, a'te
nfkno"Jlprlop)I This

noumenalist tradition.

ways ofknowing
ethical and epistl~moll)gi.ca[assumr)tic)ns.

Above it has been focuses on the exis-
tence and historical of the so-called world system.
Its are meant to be emmrlcal JUljg(~ments
and The shift ofattention other phel1<OITreUla in this reali-
ty, as with traditional of

'The naturalist ofMarx seems, in
lues but technical mastery, power. Yet
and Engels are to say that the freedi)m
sary condition for realization of

and the ofthe

!S rooted in
a materalist ofworld h1<:tnnl' singular events and processes are
related to the economic interests _L" •.. .•.•... and nations. The

main tenets has made clear the
and mteq)reted as the ultim;ltedrivirlg
tions oflmpc'rt;mt actors in the world economy,

Although the have tried world in
terms of the of world ""IJH,ct.u;>e ~V3lUIL e:x:piloiltatilon and
the causal between de-

cannot be at naturalist theo-
re~;pe:ct, there is a with Marxist theory.

With some mmor the of William T.
Bluhm be aplJhe:d to det)endel1CV

teuI1010gJlcal as~;uul1pt:lOn IS o bVICIUS Iv

IS of naturalist argu-
mentation. It has noumenalist features: for m~;taJnCi~, d(~pendentist(lS

assume that there is an force
individual states and nations to the realization of essence, i. e., to a
just society, in which can live in treedonl, without the fear of

exploited, It is which is refer-
red to as , that all to realize their
own life

As in Marxist the deipelld(~n(:y

is obtained in a 'SClerltllic'
~"'-Li mel' llUrnall1etlt laws

sary to assume that one is in
to be able to obtain

3.1.2 The ofdependency and William T. Bluhm
has shown that political theories can be devided into two categories, one

H"CWI"11~L and another theories.
28

In Bluhm's concep-
tion naturalist theories identify 'reality' and the 'empirical world', since

assume that intelligible essences or other forms ofnonempirical
lie beyond or behind this world to lend it being and significance'.

Noumenalist theories, on the other hand, equate 'the "best" or "rational"
polltlcal order with a ordained set ofvalues (i. e., goals) and
rules of behavior which are understood as having the or most per-
fect . According to naturalist and theories re-
pn~Se!1t two broad schools of thought about the real, the good and about

'[a]nalysis of accumulation on a world scale shows that this accumulation al
ways takes place to the advantage of the center: it is not the advanced
countries that supply capital to the underdeveloped ones, but vice versa. This
explains why the development of the latter countries is blocked - the"de
velopment of underdevelopment". From this it follows that development is
possible for the countries of the periphery ifthey break out ofthe world
market. ,27

It is clear from both that the of the core and the
undelrdeveloj:lm1ent of the are seen to be indissolubly linked
th!:ollgrlO1..1t the ofthe world capitalist system. It is that the
core countries have gained so much their relations with penp,heral
countries that the development of the former group has led to the under
de'\Telopm(~ntofthe latter one.

In the context ofdependency theory, underdevelopment is fundamen
dltterlent from a mere lack ofdevelopment: the concept ofunderde

veIO!)ITlerlt presupposes an historical relation ofexploitation and a diversion
away from productive investment. It is argued that the indigenous
ofthe has been from it be-

used to finance the consumption of the ruling classes and to
up a force ofrepression, destroying the ofinvest-

ment in and manufacture.

internal contradictions in the world capitalist system. Economic de've!<)D
ment and underdevelopment are not just relative and quantitative, in that one
represents more economic development than the other; economic develop
ment and underdevelopment are relational and qualitative, in that each is
structurally different from, yet caused by its relation with, the other. ,26

Samir Amin has conduded from his study of 'unequal international ex
change' that:
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economlC processes.
In the second there are other to Emma-

nuel's C0l1ce:ptllon of One of these is Emmanuel's as-
SUlml=,tlCIl1 that commodities have real which are unrelated to the
prices of these commodities on the world market. From this Em
manuel has derived the conclusion that the differences between total values
-calculated on the basis ofthe 'embodied labour' -and total

re~mltinlg from the of market forces tend to ac-
crue the countries with a wage e. to the deveJlo!=>ed calPltall~5t

lJc~penden(:y and theories alike have anal-
unequal exch;m§~e as an mechanism The

mechanism have been corner-stone ofthe claims to rectifi-
cation. At least three ofcontention can be identified. J3

In the first place, the fact that the is based on
the labour has been since the latter is inade-

for the of economic processes, when
concern relations between more and less countries. The labour

ofvalue is founded on the that the value ofcommodi-
ties can be units of abstract labour.
however. most commodities are combination of
tools and the value ofthese tools materials must be reduced
to the labour which was needed to them. As Kolakowski has
en1pJh.a~;Izl~d, this leads to a reductio ad 34; as a consequence, the de-
termination of the exact value of commodities is ""·t,,,,1 h, inrLPc)ssible.
More labour cannot be said to be ho,m,ogen,eolLls.
enormous differences in the nature
Western and non-Western countries is concerned. from the 'visible'
effects ofeducation on the there are so-called non-repro-
ducible which lead to 35

Among the 'visible' effects are the skills
in the process; the nC)J1-·relPrc)ctllClble

ce, and the mental to to in the pro-
duction process, and these are not to be 'learnt' at school. Both problems
the indetermination ofthe value ofcommodities and heterogeneity of
labour - make that the labour of values useless for the of

rnlllnlrrv from the world economy. The moreover, leads to
the idea that no short-term are smce in run a re-
volution will all international economic relations. For
these reasons, should not be used as a for
the claims to rectification.

The 'scientific laws' which have been formulated by the dependentistas
deal with the world capitalist system. In dependency theory the

and the laws operating within it dominate the i.e., the
countries constituting the international system. The theory is typically

since it assumes that the whole is more than the sum oJthe parts and
that the circumstances and the behaviour of the parts can only be under
stood and explained in conjunction with the whole. As has
phlraS(~d it:

'[dependency theory] forces the particular case to express its identity solely in
the terms provided by the general category... [I]t refuses to grant the part any
autonomy, any specificity, any particularity independent of its membership
in the whole. ,32

As has been outlined above, theory world
as a process of of previously non-capitalist

countries into the world capitalist a process which continues until
the present day - at first by formal later - after the Second
World War - by neo-colonialist domination. The event of in
COlrpC)ratlon unpiles the subjection of previously sovereign territories to
the laws ofthe world capitalist system: from the moment ofincorporation

the incorporated country will suffer from surplus extraction
the developed countries.

The laws of the world capitalist system are assumed to be strict and not
pelrmittimg individual core countries to alleviate the pressure

at the risk of worsening their position vis-a-vis other countries.
the only way out for the exploited countries is revolution: the

explcHt(~d peripheral countries must overthrow the order which has been
. upon them by the core countries. It is only after the destruction
of the world capitalist system that the peripheral countries can build up a

socialist order, without being burdened by the core countries'
tative actions. In the logic of this theoretical stance it is impossible, even

to aim for a rectification of the losses of past exploitation as long as
the world capitalist system still exists, since then the system's need for ac
cumulation and exploitation wil continue to dominate the policy of the
rl"vplnrlpc1 countries.

The conclusion of the argumentation presented in this section must be
depel1d(~nc;y theory does not leave room for rectificatory measures.

From the structuralist and determinist nature ofdependency it fol
lows that the laws ofthe world system determine the policies of
individual states and that the only way to escape the relations

the international capitalist economic order is to dissociate one's own

, ,Q
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flw:tu;lticms. For exampl.e,
for the economy of a

terms
manufac-

"UULH"~stressed, LV''-'l'',U invest
often than not the case that

from this of
ment never is a zero-sum ~rtnT1tv'

both the and the de'vel'oplng COllntnes

>V'-''''-'~ in the de'vel<oplng
cent, with the offirms based in
pOlrtallt area for U. S. cOl:polratlorls
the in domestic activities aV1efdlgc:d
About 40 pel'cellt have been relnv,cst,edm
which orilgilJated, which means that

outflow
In addition to these results from it is to

take a As Patrick O'Brien has the
average historical rates of earned in commerce with the
pel"ipJl1el'y appear to be normal and to have been an excess-

source for the countries. 38

All:hclugh the multinational COl"pClral:l0JrlS 'rep;ltnate
make in de've10p:mg COl1nt:nc's,

of these are ne(:essarily halcmtul
contrary, the investment
money, but has a so-called effect. As a consequence, the eco-
nomies of countries are stimulated
1\/1 "w,'r",pr as the Marxis t scholar

economIC ~rj·i"itu

3.4 The deterioration of
the terms oftrade ofthe developmls OJUlrltrles has often been as
an indication ofthe ofthese countries. has been
that the level the level of

COIGS(;qllerlce of these two move
ments the dC'veloDcct countries are less and less for
their ofraw materials and aF,<H.UHUUU pro(:!uc:ts, while devel-

countries their
An caveat about the use

the terms of trade IS directed at the
m(:arnng ofthese Since terms oftrade are ratios of

do not with the welfare consequences
to grasp the Imphcatlorls
have data eXlpre:SSlng the

countries. The conception ofreal value is On
the one hand, the concept of real values, as contrasted with the errlpllrlCll

of the market, is to a large extent metaphysical. It assumes one
can have insight into the question as to what should be called the Just reali

which provides one with yardsticks to derive the 'real' and 'just'
values. On the other the possible contribution to value is

and this is counter-intuitive. As Kolakowski, among
has written: would commodities that would have been pr<)ctllCect

without i. e. in a automatized process, be con-
sidered to have no value? 36

The final problem of Emmanuel's IS
connected with his of the economic process. As I have pomt:ed
out above, Emmanuel considers the level ofwages to be the det:enTIlllmg
element in the economic process. in Emmanuel's there is a
gelleral wage rise in one of the this will experience an
amelioration of its terms of trade as a consequence, it will obtain
more value the ofits own Moreover, those
countries that do not increase wages will experience a deterioration
of the terms oftrade. In his economic argument, Emmanuel does not pay
attention to price elasticities. He overlooks the fact that an increase of the
average wage level in one country without a increase of
average productivity will probably lead to a rise ofits

to a reduction ofthe volume ofits eXIPOl:tS.
the exact value of the price elasticity of demand in
countries will determine whether a country is to benefit or to lose from an
increase ofwages.

3·3 The activities corporations in Third World countries - The
supposedly deleterious effect of multinational corporations' activities in
Third World countries is one of the most hotly contested elements of
theories of exploitation. In this context it is the 'repatriation' of

to the developed countries by those corporations which is attack
ed. In my two questions are especially viz. pro
blem ofso-caHed 'superprofits' and the ofthe harm to the devel

countries caused by multinational corporations.
The of ,superprofits' is since it is

often claimed that a decrease of the rate of profit in countries
necessitates an expansion of economic activity to the
countries. In a recent article, the distinguished economist Bela Balassa has
pn:sente:d figures on the rate ofprofit which is being realized in the c1eveilo-

countries. 37 In the 1979-1984, the ofUnited States' ma-
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consequence, no ade
constructed.

ImlpC)rt;mt conclusion must be

fallen since to 13
.turolpealn unporl:s reached maXImum 25.
fallen to 14.8 percent in As a consequence, ~Ln VI-'I-

pn)dl.1ct has never been than mdlrgma.lly
the eXl)Orts to and the from the Third
lmpo:rtaltlt to note that until the 1950S the mciustnal
ves the of nnrn"rv nr,nrll1r·'<

pect to sources the industrialized countries more
than they was to non-industrialized
countries. 44 as it been remarked section 3.3, the average
rates earned commerce with the penl)h(~ry

appear to be normal.
from this with to the penpheral contri-

bution to the of the core it IS to refer to
the constellation of factors which stimulated turO!Jean dev.eloID-

3.5 The is not the of
this article to the exact causes in the last
several it may nevertheless be useful to pay attention to the
dynamics of this As demonstrated in section
3. I. I, one of main theses that the core countries
have been able to at the expense of the the words of
Andre Gunder and are even to be
mteqlreted as 'two faces of the same coin'. This which has been
launched by several has found its in more or less 'vul-
garized' into the of many
have made an to cast doubt on
relations are and nece:ssanly e:x:pJlolltatllve
consider the of .turOjJealll devi::lopnlerlt
what extent this develojJrrlerlt processes.

For readers ofliterature errlp!1a5:lzlng of the pelnpheJ'y
to the wealth of the core countries may be a to discover
that the commercial contacts between the .turoipeJIll and the Third World
countries have never been intense. Both the to and the irnnn,rt<

from the Third World have ever been more
h.lro.pean exports and The share of develornng countries in
turolpeam e:x:porl:S reached a maximum of 26.7 in 1953 and has

1972. The countries in
nf"'rf'l,t in 1953 and has

gross national
perceDlt) depe:ndent on

nection with the pn:sellt
that there is no of 1orH!-·rel~m eXlpk'ltatle,n ttlrough
unilateral deterioration of the terms of trade. As
quate for claims to rectification can

The research cited here does not present a clear-cut overall of the
developments in the terms of trade. Instead, it suggests dil'Ielren,tidlticln,
both respect to groups and to types ofproducts. In con-

'the developing countries improved their terms oftrade relative to the indus
trial countries in the period after the Korean War. It is further observed that
nnrn"rv and manufactured products exported the developing countries
increased more in price than goods in the same categories exported by the in
dustrial countries and that improvements in the terms oftrade were inversely
correlated with the level ofeconomic development. ,42

tured goods. A related weakness of terms of trade data is that do not
reflect whether a deterioration of the terms of trade is the result ofan im
on)ve:m(~nt of productivity. In the case of On)dllCtlVl1tv unprO'velnents
there is a problem similar to the one above: as production prices tend to fall
when a certain amount ofproducts is made with less labour, export
may fall as a consequence. This is reflected as a 'deterioration' ofthe terms

although, strictly speaking, it need not - and usually does not
result in a worsening ofthe economic position ofthe country concerned.

Even ifthese reservations are taken into account, it is obvious that many
authors have based their argumentation on a distorted image ofthe devel
opm(~ntof the Third World countries' terms of trade. As Patrick O'Brien
has made clear, the terms of trade of the developing countries have im-

continuously from around 1850 until 1883 followed fluctua-
tions which might be summed up as stability until the outbreak ofthe First
World War. As O'Brien has calculated, the purchasing power of Third
World exports has improved from the 1820S till 19IO by 30 to 50 percent.
The period from 1913 until 1950 has been characterized by (1913-

serious deterioration (1929-1939, the period of the Great Depres
and recovery (1945-1950).40

Several authors, however, have reached a radically different conclu
sion. John Spraos and Prabirjit Sarkar,for instance, have recently concJlu
ded that the developing countries suffer from a deterioration in their terms
of trade vis-a-vis the developed countries. 4

1 both acknowledge
that the exports ofdeveloping and developed countries do not con
sist ofprimary or manufactured products, in their empirical analyses these
scholars have assumed that the developing countries can be considered as
nrlrnclnr producers and that the developed countries can be seen as produ
cers of manufactures. As Bela Balassa has indicated, the identification of
countries with the production ofgoods may well lead to seriously distor
ted judgements about reality. A more differentiated analysis
ments in trade has led Balassa to the conclusion that:
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This cannot be solved in this
formulation of a of rectification

'Where the initial wrong was done many ago, almost all of
the difference between the victim's entitlements in the actual world and his
entitlements in a rectified world can be to stem from actions of
various agents in the two worlds. Little or none of it
will be the automatic effect of the initial wrong itself. Since IS

warrented for in entitlements which are the automatic effect
of the initial act, this means that be little or left to
compensate for.

are, more circumstances re:,p()n~;ib1e

,-".V1~"Sher has formulated:

ties.
The consequences of the above

an article the of rectification. 47 Followlnp' his appr1oal:h,
rcy"""",, X has been exolcnt

po'teJltial nor the incentive to
become

which lacks the of
the incentive to be econo

level ofde
Wrwould be sep,arated
such a

since there can
lack

still economIC lagglnlg far behind
Australia's. This exanlple illustrates that more factors respons-
ible for the economic of COlunltr1(;S than their external

ment. In a lucid account oflong-term economic change in Europe, E.L.
has demonstrated that Europe's technological and geogra-

characteristics have been favourable to economic development,
eS1Jeljally when these are compared with the circumstances in the
VllUIUaJll, Mughal and Manchu 45

In the realm ofpolitics, European history has been characterized by the
avoidance of despotism and plundering. early in the history of
Euro'pe, the nation-state came to be the most political entity; it
proved to be an excellent mechanism of political organization, since
ElLro,pe did not have the disadvantage ofhaving to control a vast empire.

With respect to their technological development, it is striking that
ElLro,pean countries managed to accumulate capital rather easily. On the
one this has been made possible by the relatively amount of
creative people who directed their talents to improving the means and me
thods of production. On the other hand, birth control has contributed a
great deal to the accumulation

the geographical location of to be extremely
conducive to trade, especially overseas. Because of this characteristic
LlHC'IJ<:: gained relatively cheap access to large external markets and to the
rich resources ofthe Americas.

.6 The idea oj rectification - In dependency and related theories it is
assumed that the proceeds of the labour ofthe inhabitants ofThird World
countries have partly been taken away (in other words: have been

who did not the labour and, consequently, are not en-
titled to its fruits. Futhermore, it is often assumed that the Third WorId
countries would have been much more developed were it not for centuries

exp!<)it:1tlIOn, 46

from the fact that this is not an ofhistory
- as has been argued above - there are several problems in the
claim that the Western countries have a duty to redress the situation ofun
derde:velorlment of the Third World. In the first it is not at all ob
vious that the Third World would have attained a much level ofde
vel01pnleIlt in the absence of contacts and commercial relations with the
West. As many scholars have argued, the former colonies would have
been more to resemble countries such as or
1 UaU;d!HJ., which have never been colonized, than New Zea-

Western Europe or the United States. The different historical
expel'lellce:s of Australia and Argentina are often mentioned in this con
nection: at the beginning of the twentieth century both countries had at
tained an level of prosperity, both in hides and
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tions that have to be answered before an acceptable '.h.o~.'" of rectifica
tion' can be formulated,
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be less comfortable - it no be sufficient to stress the
West's it will be necessary to argue and convince other
more from a theoretical and intellectual of
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In this essay several possible grounds for rectification have been ~ll'UA'lU,

The assertions about the mechanisms ofexploitation have been examined
in sections 3.2 through 3.4 and have all, for various reasons, proven to be
problematic. The conception ofunequal exchange to be theore-

flawed. The activities of multinational corporations were conclu
ded to be not necessarily exploitative; ofcourse, this is not to say that no
wrongs occur in the relationship between these corporations and devel

countries. Moreover, the idea of a steady deterioration of the peri-
terms oftrade proved to be by data. In ad-

dition to this, the periphery's contribution to the of the in-
dustrialized countries appeared to be relatively limited- this deveJopm(~nt
has been caused mainly by factors internal to the industrialized countries.

where there is obvious reason to rectify wrong acts in
the past, it proved to be very hard - if not outright impossible - to make
rectifications in a meaningful way, since it is always unfeasible to
localize the victims.

If we consider the arguments summarized above, it is pro-
blematic to build a plausible argumentation on theories of rectification
when one wants to aid developing countries. If one would try to do so,
this aid would fall an easy prey to critics. P. T. Bauer, for example, has
made a convincing attack on 'rectificationist' ideas in several of his
articles. 49

however, one is concerned about the situation of poverty in many
countm~s of the Third World the above clearly is a disappointing result.
iH<JC':U, if rectification would be the only argument in favour ofdevelop
ment aid to poor countries, the rejection of claims to rectification would
be very ominous. Therefore - and I I have made clear the reasons for

- theories formulating a of the developed vis-ii-vis the devejlo~nng

countries should not be based on pseudo-historical such as rec-
for instance, on moral arguments. 50 this would
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